REST AREAS
The Festival has two rest areas: Arenal and Malvarrosa. In order to access to the campsite, the
attendee must buy their Festival Ticket + Camping Ticket (Arenal or Malvarrosa). The festivalgoer has to exchange the wristbands at the festival venue, that way, they will be able to access
at the festival area during 4 days, from Thursday July 30, 2020 until Sunday August 8, 2020.

Additionally, attendees who also opt for a Glamping tent, should take into account that during the
purchase process they have to buy the Festival Ticket + Camping Ticket (Arenal or Malvarrosa)
+ Glamping tent (optional). The rest area will have the following services for its users:
-

Lockers/locker
Shower and toilet area
Electrical connection points for charging small electrical appliances

Some of these services will be paid by the user. The company owner of these external services,
reserves the right to modify, add or delete some of these services for organizational reasons.

The basic rules of use of the services are as follows:
To access the rest area, it will be mandatory to electronically validate the ticket, both digitally and
for immediate exchange for the wristband, which will be placed by the festival staff. The wristband
is the only valid element that empowers its owner and user to access the rest area.
The campsite will be occupied in order of arrival until the capacity is completed and location places
will be indicated by the promoter. The main and secondary roads, the perimeter road and the
emergency exits must be completely clear for the passage of people and festival vehicles.
In the rest area, the entrance of food and water bottles is allowed, that is why it is necessary to
use the bins and selective waste points to deposit the waste. It is recommended thar users carry
garbage bags to keep the rest area in proper hygienic conditions.
Users who access the rest area are obliged to respect coexistence and not disturb the rest of
people.

The promoter is not responsible for the theft or loss of objects in the concert venue, rest zone and
parking.

